ARFFS Hearing - Questions on Notice for CASA
QoN 1 (p23)
Senator GALLACHER: How many category 6 airports don't have aviation rescue and
firefighting services?
Mr Walker: That's correct. A number of airports don't have a firefighting service.
Senator GALLACHER: Do you know how many?
Mr Walker: No. I'd have to take that on notice in terms of how many of the 26 airports that
are covered by Airservices Australia—and there are an additional two—do cover, as I say,
the 96 per cent of passenger movements in the country.
Answer:
The term ‘ARFFS Category’ describes the level of service provided (i.e. from Category 6 to
Category 10) and not to an airport designation as such. Airservices provides ARFFS at 26
airports (including all those at Category 6) with Proserpine (Whitsunday Coast Airport)
expected to be operational in 2020.
QoN 2 (p26)
Senator GALLACHER: How many aviation rescue firefighting service experts do you
employ?
Mr Walker: I'd have to take that on notice.
Mr Parker: The answer is two.
Mr Walker: We have two staff.
Senator GALLACHER: How long ago did they leave the aviation rescue firefighting
service?
Mr Parker: One only recently, in the last 12 months to two years, and the other three to four
years ago. The exact time frame, if you need it, we'll take on notice.
Answer:
The two CASA staff left the aviation rescue firefighting service in 2006 and 2008 and joined
CASA in 2014 and 2018 respectively.
QoN 3 (p27)
Senator GALLACHER: On what date did Proserpine hit the 350,000 establishment trigger?
Mr Walker: I'd have to take that on notice. Both CASA and Airservices monitor passenger
movements nationally. To avoid the risk of giving you inaccurate information, I'd take it on
notice, but it would have been in the last couple of years, and it would have been sustained
for quite some time.
Answer:
The 350,000 trigger for passenger movements at Proserpine was reported by the Bureau of
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics on 30 June 2017.
QoN 4 (p27)
Senator GALLACHER: Will you see if you can take on notice the date? Is your memory
refreshed? What date did Proserpine hit 350,000? Was it three years ago?

Mr Walker: My memory is fresh when it comes to the review in 2015. I'm happy to take that
on notice and get for you the date when the threshold was first reached.
Answer:
See answer to QoN 3.
QoN 5 (p28)
Senator O'SULLIVAN: Let me put the question another way. Is the timing of the
establishment of this service in Proserpine on time in accordance with the pre-existing
legislation or not?
Mr Walker: My understanding is that it is on time.
Senator PATRICK: You introduced the idea, when you were answering Senator
Gallacher—
Mr Walker: Yes, and my apologies—
Senator PATRICK: This was the thing that muddied the water. What you've just said to
Senator O'Sullivan is that it actually didn't; it simply is a case of it having hit a threshold and
there being time within the act for the transition to having a service in place.
Mr Walker: Yes.
Senator PATRICK: Can you point me to that legislation, or don't you know that?
Mr Walker: We can take that on notice and provide that to you.
Answer:
The refence is in Section 2.1.1 of the Manual of Standards (MOS) Part 139H – Standards
Applicable to the Provision of Aerodrome Rescue and Firefighting Services.
QoN 6 (p28)
Senator GALLACHER: Perhaps on notice: were the Stryker Mk 7 vehicles fully ADR
compliant when they were brought back into service only a year or two ago?
Mr Monahan: Yes, we'll take it on notice.
Answer:
CASA has no evidence to suggest that ADR compliance was not achieved with reregistration of the vehicles.
QoN 7 (p29)
Senator GALLACHER: MOS chapter 6, section 6.1.1.3(a), sets the aviation rescue
firefighting services objective as a two-minute response time. Are you familiar with that?
Mr Walker: Yes.
Mr Monahan: Yes.
Senator GALLACHER: Will the new Brisbane fire station for the NPR meet that objective?
Mr Walker: We can take that on notice. My understanding is that if the fire station has been
approved it will meet that standard.
Answer:
The additional Brisbane Airport Fire Station will meet all response times according to the
supplied Airservices Safety Case. These will be tested when taxiway and runway facilities are
completed.

QoN 8 (p29)
Senator GALLACHER: Airservices are building a couple of new fire stations, right? One is
in Brisbane; one is in Melbourne. The question very directly to CASA, who write the
standards, is: will they meet the two-minute response time?
Mr Monahan: We'll have to take it on notice to look at that actual plan, since that's not
complete yet. But it will—it should—meet the time line.
Answer:
See QoN 7 above for the Brisbane station. The new Melbourne runway and any associated
fire station is yet to be determined.
QoN 9 (p30)
Senator PATRICK: I was just actually looking at the act, which is what I tend to do. One of
the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations subpart 139.H says that the service must come into
effect if there are 350,000 passengers passed on air transport flights during the previous
financial year, so that's the trigger. Going back to our previous question for Proserpine, do
you know the year that it hit that trigger?
Mr Walker: No, I don't have that level of knowledge, but we can find out for you. The
numbers are sourced from both Airservices Australia's own data, because obviously they are
invoicing and billing operators for air traffic control services, and that is also supplemented
through BITRE through their passenger movements. There tends to be some lag, as you are
aware, for the BITRE data to be available.
Answer:
See answer to QoN 3.
QoN 10 (p31)
Senator PATRICK: Is it possible just to provide the committee with their case, in that
circumstance, and then your response? These aren't secret documents in any way, shape or
form, I presume?
Mr Walker: No. We are happy to take that on notice, if we can. The only thing that I would
have to check, because I don't have direct knowledge of it, is where that process is actually up
to, in terms of whether we've completed our deliberations on that—
Answer:
A copy of the current version of the Airservices Safety Case is attached. Note that as it is still
subject to CASA assessment, aspects of this document may change during that process.
QoN 11 (p31)
Senator PATRICK: In that instance, I understand you haven't reached finality in your
determination. Could you step back to the point where you've given an interim approval or
given it some sort of interim tick, and provide us with the documentation for that? You might
have heard the conversation where we were talking about: 'How much difference do three
firefighters make to a particular effort? What firefighting assets are down the road?' It would
be helpful for the committee to see one of these for real and to see what they considered in
the context of that change.

Mr Monahan: Certainly.
Mr Walker: Certainly.
Senator PATRICK: Thank you.
Mr Monahan: We understand you want it up to where we are now.
Senator PATRICK: Yes, basically. If you are halfway through a process, I don't want that,
but just where you got up to, which is a tentative endorsement—or whatever you would call
it.
Answer:
See answer to QoN 10 above.

